
quantum-aide
An AI app that helps users in solving quantum computing 

problems.



Introduction

Introducing our new AI app for solving complex problems in quantum 
computing. Using generative AI techniques like OpenAI and Cohere, 
our app helps users generate quantum circuits, optimize gate 
sequences, and find efficient quantum algorithms. Join us to learn 
how our app can revolutionize the field of quantum computing and 
accelerate progress towards practical applications



Features

● Quantum circuit generation
● Gate sequence optimization
● Quantum algorithm discovery
● User-friendly interface
● Integration with existing tools
● Customization
● Performance monitoring
● Scalability



Benefits

● Improved efficiency
● Increased accuracy
● Time-saving
● Accessible to non-experts
● Faster progress
● Cost-effective
● Scalability



Demonstration



Technical details

1. OpenAI API integration: The app integrates with OpenAI's API to access their powerful language 
generation model, specifically the "text-davinci-003" engine.

2. Streamlit framework: The app uses the Streamlit framework to create a user-friendly interface for 
interacting with the AI model.

3. User input handling: The app takes user input through a text input field and passes it as a prompt to 
the OpenAI model.

4. Output generation: The app generates a response from the OpenAI model using the prompt provided 
by the user, and stores the generated output in a list.

5. Output display: The app displays the generated output and the corresponding user input in reverse 
chronological order, using a for loop to iterate over the stored lists.

6. Session state management: The app uses Streamlit's session state functionality to keep track of the 
generated output and corresponding user input across different interactions with the app.



Future Developments

● Integration with additional AI models
● Increased customizability
● Enhanced error handling
● Collaboration features
● Cloud-based deployment
● Improved performance monitoring
● Integration with quantum simulators



Conclusion

Quantum computing is a complex and rapidly-evolving field, but our AI app 
makes it more accessible and efficient than ever before. By leveraging 
generative AI models like OpenAI and Coherent, we've created a tool that 
can help users quickly and accurately solve quantum computing 
problems. With its user-friendly interface and powerful capabilities, we 
believe our app has the potential to revolutionize the way we approach 
quantum computing. And with our ongoing commitment to innovation and 
improvement, we're excited to continue pushing the boundaries of what's 
possible in this exciting field.



Contact Information

If you have any questions about our AI app or would like to learn more, please feel 
free to reach out to us at any time:

Name: Kayode Balogun

Email: balogvn@gmail.com

Thank you for your attention!


